What
you
unexpect
in

GOSEN

↑Niigata

Gosen City
Located in the center of the
northeastern part of Niigata Prefecture,
the city contains 58,000 people and is
351.9 square km. New Gosen city was
born when the city of Gosen and the
town of Muramatsu merged into one on
January 1st 2006. Scenic beauty, lush
green mountains and pure waters have
given birth to local specialties such as
peonies, tulips, chestnuts, ginko, taro
and carp farms.
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＊Photo Credits (p2-p3): Gosen Photo Contest
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春 Spring
views of beautiful flowers
The white fairylike flowers
tell coming of spring
Late March to Early April is good viewing of Mizubashou (white arum).

Over 3000 of Cherry Trees
Muramatsu Park is
designated as one
of Japan’s Top 100
Cherry Blossom
Viewing Sites. You
can also enjoy an
elegant night view
of Gosen’s many
parks.

Tulip Field
With over three hectares of land
blanketed in 1.5 million tulips of every
color, it’s as if you are walking in a
fairytale. Festivals also draw vendors
selling local goods.

Large brightly-colored peonies
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150 peonies from 115 varieties
come to bloom. At Kaboku festival,
not only peonies, but also sake, knit
goods and local agricultural
products are sold by street vendors.

Hyande Fireworks
‘Hyande’ means ‘very’ or ‘super’ in local Gosen language.
Guess what is so super? The fireworks of course! Lasting over
one hour, more than 100 associations donated fireworks to
make the sky light up with fantastic array of lights and colors!

夏 Summer
amazing fireworks sights

Sakihana Onsen
Underwater
Fireworks
About 200 fireworks
flourish in the water
fantastically and color
its surface of the
water in Agano River.

Outdoor Activities at Hayadegawa Riverbed
Hayadegawa is a clear stream which
represents the spirit of Gosen. At
the center of the dry river bed near
the Tagawa Bridge, many groups
and parents with their children
enjoy swimming and barbecues in
the summer. You can also see
another local tradition, salmon
hook fishing in the fall.
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Hie Shrine Autumn Festival
Gosen Hachimangu Autumn Festival
Autumn Festival to thank the good harvest.
Both of two festivals has long history. At
present, each neighborhood association is
pulling the floats of the self-made, or
parading with flute & drums, and riding on
the tradition of Kiyari. They looks so brave
and it attracts a lot of people.

秋 Autumn
fall foliage in Gosen

Golden Village “Ougon no Sato”
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The sight of as many as 100
significant maple trees, which
have been claimed to be
between 200 to 600 years old
spreads over the region.

Water Adventure Kanku-no-Mizukumi
The clear water drawn from the snowy
mountains is used as a special ingredients for
the brewing process of sake ‘Suganadake’. If
you want to participant in a water adventure,
you can join a group to climb the mountains and
bring back especially pure water of your own!

冬 Winter
a dreamlike winter tradition
Kokuzouson Lantern Festival
About 2000 lanterns which are made
by local people each year. They line
the streets for about 3 kilometers,
from the local shopping area to
Bessho Kokuzouson temple.
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History
Castle village Muramatsu
This area had seen its
heyday as an Edo
period castle town. The
region began as parts
of Nanatani (Kamo
city), Shitada (Sanjo
city), and Mitsuke cities.
The leading Hori family
had protected the
Muramatsu clan for
generations, surviving
the violent end of the
227 year of the reign of
the shogunate. This
resulted
in
the
abolishment of the
clan system in 1871 in
favor of the current
prefectural division of
land.

Passing the Spirit of “courage
and compassion”
Twice in 1934 and 1936, Duke
Tama who rescued her master who
was involved in the avalanche. That
brave action impressed a lot of
people and is being handed down
to people in Niigata as a "national
tale of kegendary dogs“
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Holy Places of the Middle Ages
Memorial pagodas from the Middle Ages have been
found in many region of Japan. But the number of
“Gorin-senkoku-Toba (or memorial pagodas
representing the fire elements of earth, water, fire,
wind, sky) are few and far between. However, the
number of “Gorin-sengoku-Toba” is much greater in
the Shoen-ji, located in Teramachi (literally temple
town) Senpukuji in the town of Yazu boasts the oldest,
dating back to 1285.

This Temple has a history dating back more than
600 years. It’s well known for the legend of longnosed goblin –Japanese people call “Tengu”, and
another legend of a giant snake.

Zen experiences

Zazen

Shakyou

Shojin Cuisine

A central practice of
Zen Buddhism, a way
to archive tranquility
of mind

Hand-copying sutras recognized
as a devotional practice.
The effect is considered an
expression of piety

Buddhist cuisine,
which looks like
vegetarian food.
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Foods
Gosen is a Food Capital. It’s shaped with
ingredients from the river, mountains and fields

Carp Cuisine
Muramatsu area is well known for
delicious carp dishes. You can enjoy
various menu like sashimi, koikoku
(carp miso soup), fried fish and so on.

Local SAKE
Dry and light sake brewed with
a winning combination of sake
rice, sweet water and high
quality brewing technologies.
・Suganadake
・Echigotouji
・Karoku
and more!!!

All of these are Gosen bland !!

Hot Event

Water Adventure
( see p7 )
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Taro Potatoes Festival
A potato digging experience, the sale of local
specialties, a taro stew party and so on…
Various events are fully loaded. And also the
sale “taro potato distilled spirits”

帛乙女 kinuotome
Gosen City has been a big producer of satoimo
(tallow potato). "Kinuotome" is a famous variety
obtained by the breed improvement which has
less sliminess and white flesh.

Bon appetite!

Noodles made by kinuotome !!!

You must try enhance various
taro noodles menu that
incorporates local vegetables
while you are here.
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Sakihana Hot Springs
A hot spring that has prospered as as inn town
since 1954. the waters help to ease nerve and
muscle pain.

The Prospect is Superb
A hot spring resort area located
on the banks of the Agano River,
famous throughout Japan for its
magnificient natural beauty.

The Hot Water which is Kind to a Body
It is “body-friendly hot water” that everyone can relax with confidence. In
addition, there is sufficient effect as hot water effective for lifestyle diseases
like a arteriosclerosis, hypertension, diabetes and so on.

Triple Beautiful Skin Effect
It is a greed excellent hot spring that meets 3 out of 4 conditions of beautiful
skin.

Pack Effect (no troublesome care of the skin)
Since Sakihana Onsen also meets the requirements of chloride fountain, "salt
packing effect" can be expected. It covers the skin and prevents moisture from
escaping. You can enjoy triple beautiful skin effect easily without having to care
for the skin troublesome after bath.

Kinasetei Kawadoko
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It is a place to interact with people who can feel the
culture of the Agano River basin through eating and
drinking and events.
As a regular business, we prepare "riverbed lunch",
soft drinks, snacks etc. made from the special
products of the Agano River basin every season

Yumeguri Tegata Ticket
you can enjoy bathing
three times at any of 8
hot-spring inns.

the steam train was born in 1946. rich wood interior and
the body color scheme reminiscent to the retro
atmosphere.

The steam locomotive ‘SL Banetsu-monogatari’ run between Niigata and
Aizuwakamatsu, Fukushima.
This SL’s name ‘Banetsu’ came from it run JR Banetsu-saisen line,
‘monogarari’ has meaning a ‘story’ especially ‘Born by touch nature and
people that has been nurtured in the rich forests and water "story“ ’.

Awesome!
You can enjoy short trip to
St.Sakihana from St.Gosen,
and then have a great relax time
at Sakihana Hot Spring.

Maoroshi
← Niigata City

Fukushima Prefecrure →
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- Gosen City Event Calendar Jan
Feb
Mar

1

New Year's Marathon

the marathon to make fresh start of the year

Mid

Kanku no Mizukumi

a water adventure to make special local sake
"Suganadake" ( see p11)

12,13
Early Mar to Mid Apr

Late
First Sunday
Early to Late

Apr

14,15
Mid to Late
Forth Sunday
29

May

Jun

5
Early to Mid

Muramatu Noboribata Fes

Mid
23

Sakihana-Onsen Underwater Fireworks Fes
Yokomachi Jizo Local Fes

5

Anshouji Temple Local Fes

13

Awashima Shrine Fes

23

Yachijizouson Local Fes

28,29

Sumiyoshi Shrine Fes

Mid

24,25

Gosen 'Hyande' Fireworks Fes
koyasuenmei Jizo Local Fes
Tenmangu Fes

Mid

Gosen Hachimangu Autumn Fes

17－19

Hie Shrine Autumn Fes

At present, each neighborhood association is pulling the
floats of the self-made
parading with flute & drums, and riding on the tradition of
Kiyari

Second Sunday

Tallow Potatoes Fes

( see p11 )

23

Sep
Oct

Gosen Art Exhibition
Nov

14

Muramatsu district shopping center is decorated with a
number of banners that brave picture has been drawn

Early

Jul

Aug

a dreamlike winter traditional festival ( see p11 )
Kokuzouson Lantern Fes
the best time to see the Yukiwarisou (hepatica)
the bes time to see the Mizubasho (white arum)
Start of Mt.Hakusan to the climbers
(see p10 )
Cherry Blossom Fes
spring festival to thank the good harvest
Gosen Hachiman Shrine Spring Fes
( see p10)
Tulip Field Fes
Start of Mt.Suganadake to the climbers
Start of Mt.Takadate and Mt.Bodaiji to the climbers
Start of Mt.Okura to the climbers
( see p10 )
Kaboku Fes

Early

Agriculture Fes
Hiruno Ginko Fes

( see p10)
a festival of 300 wooden Jizo Bosatsu
a festival of one of the Senen Gods of Fortune 'Benten'
bringing happiness, descendants and wealth
a festival dedicated to God that encourages farming
There is a legend that "a long time ago, there was a great
flood because did not hold festival."
a festival dedicated to the founder of Lord of the
Muramatsu dommain
( see p10)
the Jizo Bosatsu enshrined about 170 years ago
Tenmangu is the god of wisdom and art

Citizens exhibition of Japanese painting, callidraphy,
photography, sculpture,industrial art and so on
lacal fresh agricultual products are sold
a hervest festival of ginko
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※Average temperature and snowfall (degree℃/cm) from 1981-2010

Contact
Gosen City Hall
Tel: 0250-43-3911
http://www.city.gosen.lg.jp/

Gosen Tourist Information Center
Tel: 0250-47-8388
http://www.gosen-kankou.niigata.jp/

In front of St.Gosen

Editor : Ayu Sekizuka (Intercultural Coordinator)
Photo credit : Gosen Tourism Association
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Getting to Niigata
and then Gosen

City

Niigata Airport has 6 domestic routes
from allover japan. And also Shinkansen
runs Niigata-Tokyo and Niigata-ToyamaKanazawa. It takes only 40 minutes from
St,Niigata to St.Gosen by JR
Banetsusaisen line!!

－Domestic flights
－Shinkansen
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Welcome
to Gosen!

